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sPFUZF3DRAG TESTS IN THE VARI.J3iJEDENSITY WIND TUNNEL.

By Eastmm. Ii.Jacobs.

Summary

The air forces on a twenty-centirfietez sphere were r~eas~red

in the Vmiable Density Wind Tunnel during Febru=m-, 1929, @–

ter it had been rebuilt as an open-throat type. The results

from tests made at widely differen-tdensit:es and air speeds .
..

and also on a sma31er sphere, ~hosen to g~ve the same range ,01

the Reynolds Number, are given~ The results are corflparedwith

those obtained in the old Variable Density Tunnel and i~lother

tunnels in order that W- estimate of the ccmditions of tUr-DU-

lence existing in +he new tunnel may be formed.

The conclus~ons aze ti~atapproximately the same drag coef-

ficient_is obtained at a,given value of the Re@olds Wmber-ir-

respecti.veof what combina~ion- of the variables is used to O*

$aim that value of the Reynolds Number and that the turbulence

of the air stream at the test section, as measu’ed by the czit-

ical-Reyn-oldsNumber of a sphere, is less for the new tunnel

than for the old one.
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Introduction

*

The sphere, because o: its si~~plicity,,is one Of the ob-

jects whose chazacte~istics have been most widely studied @

hydrodynamic research, Ii has hydrodynamic chaxacte:ist~cs,

first discovered,by Eiffel, which,cause it to be of p~rticular

,ip~er:stin the present connection. These ,axeja large scale

effect occurring.withi-n~ range of the Reynolds Number conven-,

iently reached in.most wind tunnels and a susceptibility to

change”s.in its aerodynamic characteristics with changes in the

turbulence of the air stre= in which it is tested. Because of

these chmacteristics

yegt between the drag

wind tunnels.

there has been a stzikia.glack of agree-

measurements Made on spheres in various

In spite of the lack of quatita.tive agreement between the

different investigations, all agree qualitatively as to the var-

iatiom,of the drag wiih,dynamic scale. A< low values of the .

Reynolds Number the drag coefficient is hig~ and falls off

rather a~ruptly as the Reynolds N~@er is increased, approach-

ing a value known as the criticti Reynolds Number for a sphere~

In this report the range of values of t’neReynolds Number

throughout which the c$ragcoefficient changes rapidly will be.

spoken of as t’hecritical Reynolds Ih_zm-ber.As the Reynqlds

I@mber is further increased the drag coefficient reaches a min-

imum and then increases slowly.. The more or less abrupt drop

in the drag coefficient, x)as explained by Prandtl (Reference >
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qccompani.es a change i-nthe flow about the sphere from the lami-
.

m-r *O the i~rbulellttype. The reduction of &cag is caused

by the accompanying backward shift of We separation line of

the flow on the surface of the sphere to a position aft of the

equator,ithus reducing the size of the wake an$ consequently,

the dxag.

T~e conditions for which the tyye of flow about a spheze
\,

changes, as measured by the value.of the critical Reynolds Num-

I?er,depend on the characteristics of the air stream @ which

the sphere is %es~ed. It has begn shown that turbulence, pro-

duced by introducing wire screens in the air stze~ ahead of

. the sphere, reduces the value of the critical Reynolds Number.

Because of.this effect the results,of tests on spheres under>.

similar Y onditions in different wind tunnels ,and in free air
.

or wa+er may be used as a basis of comparison of the turbulence*

or flow characteristics corresponding to each test. Attention

I must

only

ical

that

be called to the fact, however, that tur”~ulenceis not the

factor affecting the sphere drag and the value of the crit-

Reynolds IW_@er+ Bacon and Reid have shown, for example>

even very fine protuberarr-cesand support wires, on certain

, parts of the surface of a sphere have a very lsxge ef:ect on itsI
drag characteristics (Re:erence 2). Yne effect of such factors

as degree of su$ace polish, stat~e pz=ssure or velocity grad:-

ent ~ in the diregtion of the air stream, and the effect of tun-

1 nel walls, is not known.
.>
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In using a spheze as a turbulence indicator, it should be

remembered that the turbulence of m air stream cannot be ex-

pressed sir;lply,becal=e the scale or gxain of the tur’Qfience

is important as well as the intensity In this con-n.ection,it

is interesting to con.sid.erthe relationship of turl?ulcnceto

temperature; in fact, turbulence is a neus of conve~iing-the

genera motion inio the rmre r~n.d~omrlotionwhit’hmanifests it-

Self aS a ~enQerUt~e r~see The intensity of turbulence might

then be expressed as a te~~Perat’arerise> but the character of”

the turbulence night be aaything between long period velocity

fluctuations on one hand and a temperature rise on the other,

and it would not be reasonable to expect these two to produce

the sane aerodyn=fiiceffecte The effect of a temperate rise,

on the drag of a spb.ereirlthe region of the critical Reynolds

Number ri]aybe predicted by considering that the tenperatme rise

will increase the viscosity and thus zeduce th-eReynolds Nunber,

and increases the drag. Turbulence produced by a wire Screerl

has the opposite effect, ~e~uciv-gthe drag as a result Of the

effect on the value of the critical Reynolds Number.

.Thepzesent investigation was originally ‘undertakenwith

the object of comparing the turbulence in the new and old V~ria-

ble Density Tunnels. It also afforded an opportunity to inves-

tigate another question which has frequently arisen: Will the

ae~odyn~lic ch~~acteristics oi bodies as measured-in the Varia-

ble Density Wind Turm.elagree a’~a given value of the Reynolds

Number when it is obtained in different ways? For these tests
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it was possible to measure the drag of the splmre at air speeds

of approximateely one-quarter and one-half normal as well as at

the normal speed. By varying the air density inversely as the

speed approxiw.atelythe,ssmc Reynolds Numbers could be obtained

in different ways.

Tests ~-d .@paratus

The original Variable Density Wi-ndTuKoel and.the prin.ci-.

pies upon which it operates are fully described in Reference 1.

The tunnel has since been.rebuilt, t’heprincipa3 chmges being

the adoption of a Prandtl type entrance cone with the honeycomb

at the lazg’eend, and the chm.ge to am open throat type, as

shown in-Figure 1. The tunnel propelle~ is ~eWl=lY driven bY

., a synchronous motor ‘whichgives an aix speed of about 63 feet

. pez,second
b
butjfor these tests, axrangernentswere made for

driving the propeller by a ‘beltfrom a 50 @ direct current

motor, in ozder that th-eair speed might be vazied.

The spheres used in the,present tests were the same hard–

wood spheres used in-the previous tests in the old Vaxiable

Dens~ty Tunnel and.in the atmospheric wind tunnel (Referenge 2),

refinished to give a polished surface. The 20-centimeter sphere

wqs nou%ted on the balance in the center of the air stream, as

indicated in Figure 1, by means of a steel rod 3/4 in. in diame-

ter, projecting into the sphere from behind. The 15-centi~@ter
.

sphere was si-milaxlysupported by a ~-inch rod. The rod was

connected to the balance by a strearfiliiledwooden strut. Later$

I .
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for the support drag measurements, the sphere was fixed with re-

spect to the tunnel WQIS by wires and the steel rod.sawed off

just ,behintthe sphere.

The drag of the 20-centimeter sphe~e was measured at sever-

al air densities between-

atmospheric density with

motor was then connected

measure-merits,obtained at

yith @ifferent densities..

one-quarter and four times the normal

the normal air speed. The auxiliary

to the propeller and a series of drag

approximately one-hXlf normal speed

between three--quarters and six atmos-

pheres. Another series of drag measurements was obtained at ap-

proximately on.e-qu,artexnormal air speed with diffezent densi-

ties between two and eight atmospheres. Similar sets of &ag

.,
measurements were made to obtain t’hetare drag vaxiatio~:with

Reynolds Number. Drag measurements for the 15-centimeter sphere
.

were made only at r.ormalspeed.

The dynamic pressure was fotradfrom a measurement of the

static pressure difference between the return passage of the

tunnel and the test sec%io~l. This had been compaxxedpreviously

with the dyn.mic pressure i~-the test s~ction as Measured by a

Pitot-static tube without the spheze in place. A static pressure

survey was run along the axis of the tunnel to provide data for

correcting the spb-eredrag fox horizontal buoyancy. This correa-

tion as given in Reference 3 has been applied to the results-

,
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Results and Discussion

The results are presented by rieas of two sets of curves.

In Figu;e 2 the drag coefficients are plotted against Reynolds

Number, tb.ezesults of the tests or.the larger sphere tatthe

different speeds and on the smaller sphere, “~ei~~ ‘ePresented

by different types of plotted points. ~In Figure 3 the curve of
,,

~= coeffic~e~t,againstReynolds lhX1’Oeris Given togethez with
/

cur~-esrepresenti~.gthe results of other iilvestigatio~.sfor com-

parison.

It’wil;ibe seen frOm iI~=’gure 2 that the drag coefficient is

thq same, withi~-ihe lim.i.tof acc-~-acyof the experiinents,at

a giye~-velue of t~-eReynolds N’X1170erizresp’ectiveOf what combi-

kin.e;maticviscosity and sphere size is usednation of velocity, .

to give that Reyn-oldsNum’aer. T~-isis a sigflificantcO~-ClUSiO~-

in view of tb-edifficulty of obtaining agreement between the

drag coefficients for a sphere from tests at a given Reynolds

Number in different wind tunnels. From this result it may be

inferred that the error resulting from scale effect in model

testin-gis totally eliminated ia the Variable Density Wind Tun-

nel~ am.dthat any erzor rema.i-ningbetween the results of model

~d. flight ‘GestsMust be attributed eitfi.crto lack of geomeil-ie

similarity of ~iodel and full scale object, including the support-

ing mecl.xmiw.., or to lack of similarity of the air streams~

The latter difficulty will be ~ways inherent in-win-dtu~~nel
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testing and would apply with equal fozce to any other wind tun-

nel eve-nthough the desired Reyr.oldsNumbex weze obtained by

testing full size models at full speed.

In Figure 3 the results from the Variable Density Wind Tun-

nel are cow.pared,withthe res@ts from othez sphere tests.
The

agreement between tk.edxag curves is better than that usually

found when the results of sphere tests from different sources

axe,comp~xed. It is evident that the agreement between the

curves i’sgood except,for a,displacement resulting from differ–

en-tvalues of the critical Reynolds Nunber. Since the curves

all represent the results of wind tunnel tests on spb.eres‘when

similarly supp~rted~ the displacement must, to a large extent,

‘

be attributed to differences in-the structure of the different

air streams in w-nichtunespheres weze tested.
.

These cuxves indicate that the G~ttingen wind tunnel has

the least turbulent aiz stream and that-the ~~~A~50~-sat-aospheric

wind tunnel, without the fine ho-neycombwhich is ordin=ily used

ahead of the test section, is next in order of ‘mr”mlence- The

turbulence was i~creased, as indicated by the curve macket ‘hone-

ycomb i~-placey1!when the tesis were repeated after inst~ling

the honeycomb. The old Variable Density Wind ‘Tunnelapp=entlY

had an excessively turbulent air streain,as the indicated value

of the critical Reyn-oldsNumber was only about half
of that in-

dicated by the present tests in the rebuilt turmel.
The excel-

lent agreement between.the curve from the atmospheric wind tun-

.
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nel and the one givi-ngthe results of tliepresent in-restiga~ion

indicates that the two tmmels axe about the same as re~ards.

turbulence. Assuming that the atmospheric wind tunnel with the

honeycomb in place is fairly representative of other atmospher-

ic wind turmels, it may be concluded t’hatthe degree of turbu-

Ien$e of the air stream in the rebuilt Variable Density Tufinel

is about the same as roostother twm.els, instead of very much

greater as ‘oeforethe h-nnel was rebuilt, and that in the futuXe

better agreement may be expected between the resqlts of low

scale tests in the Variable Density Tunnel .zndin other wind tw-

nels.
. Co n c lus i on s

,.’
This investigation indicates that, within the accuracY Of

. the e~eriments$ the same drag coefficient is obtained at a

given value of the Reynolds Number, irrespective of what combi-

nation of the vaxiables, length, density and ~eIocitY? is used

to obtain that value of the Reynolds Number.

The turbulence of the air stream, as measured by the criti-

cal Reyn-oldsNu’mberof a sphere2 is less for the new tunnel than

for the old on-e.

*

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Co~nmitteefor Aeronautics,

= L~ngleY Field, Vs., May 2Y, 19290

.
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